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Toppling with News - The InnoGames TV October Episode is Out 

Hamburg, September 26, 2014. InnoGames has just published the October Edition of InnoGames TV 

with a new contest and a lot of announcements. The latest episode gives an overview of the latest 

game updates from the Hamburg developer while giving viewers a chance to win a new iPhone 6. 

Among the many updates, the web installment features specific news from all the games. The show 

features the release of the iPhone app for Forge of Empires (now available on the App Store) with a 

competition. Daniel, the Product Manager of Forge of Empires introduces the new app while the 

show’s host gives viewers instructions on how to enter to win. The episode also gives viewers a look 

at the gameplay of InnoGames’ newest game, Rising Generals and has two special community 

announcements. The episode welcomes all new Tribal Wars 2 players with a trailer while it 

announces the Grepolis Birthday Event. The West makes a comeback on this edition as Game 

Designer Quirin introduces an almost final version of the multiplayer instances, to be published in the 

next few weeks. In addition, Robert and Thomas from the Tribal Wars team break down the most 

important changes in the last two updates. Last but not least, a detailed look at the Gamescom 

InnoGames Game Jam rounds up this month’s Episode.  

The 20-minute video is completely in English but is available in six languages through Youtube 

subtitles. 

With 130 million registered players, InnoGames is one of the world’s leading developers and 

providers of online games. Currently, the Hamburg-based company employs 350 professionals from 

25 nations. InnoGames has scored major success with games such as Tribal Wars, Grepolis and Forge 

of Empires.  
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